
Retrieval

The process of getting information 
out of memory storage

Did you know? The bird known as Clark’s nutcracker can locate up to 
6000 caches of pine seeds it had previously buried.





Curve of Forgetting

• Hermann Ebbinghaus Study:  learned 
lists of nonsense syllables (dak, bax, 
etc.) then measured how much he 
remembered from 20 mins to 30 days 
later

Key
Point?



Forgetting

• Amnesia:  the loss of memory

• Do people actually lose their 
memories or do they experience a 
failure to retrieve them?



Retrieval Cues

• Priming: the activation of particular 
associations in memory

• Music Themes (1, 2)

• John McCain  Republicans

• Mnemonic Devices (ROYGBIV)

• Avril Lavigne  Punk rock

Jaws Theme Song.flv
The O.C. Theme song.flv




Context Effects
• We remember 

more when in the 
same context as we 
learned it
– Example:  go to old 

house or old school, 
old memories come 
back

 Land/Water  
example



Mood-Congruent 
Memory

• The tendency to recall experiences 
that are consistent with one’s mood
– Feeling sad  think about other sad 

memories

– Feeling happy  think about other 
happy memories

– Windy Bridge Dating Experiment

– Also includes state-dependent memory
• While intoxicated, remember other 

intoxicated memories



Recall vs. Recognition
• FIRST… list as many of the fifty 

states as you can think of.

• NOW… try 
again, using 
the map as 
a resource.





Recall vs. Recognition

• Recall

• A measure of memory in 
which a person must 
retrieve information 
learned earlier without 
reference

• Ex:  fill-in-the-blank 
question
– ______ was the second 

president of the United 
States.

• Recognition

• A measure of memory in 
which need only identify 
items previously learned

• Ex: multiple-choice 
question
– Who was the second 

president of the United 
States?
A: George Washington
B: John Adams
C: Thomas Jefferson
D: John Quincy Adams



Memory Interference

• Proactive:
– Disruptive effect 

of prior learning on 
the recall of new 
information

– PEDAL

– Ex: you call your 
new girlfriend your 
old girlfriend’s 
name

• Retroactive:
– Disruptive effect 

of new learning on 
the recall of old 
information

– Ex: miss test day, 
next day start new 
unit, following day 
go to take original 
test but keep 
thinking of new 
material

Did you know? Deaf persons fluent in sign 
language experience a parallel “tip of the fingers” 
phenomenon.





Fallacies of Memory
When memory….. GOES BAD!!!

Did You Know? Cellist Yo-Yo Ma 

forgot his 266-year-old, $2.5 million 

cello in a New York taxi. (He later 

recovered it)



Story Time!
• You go to a fancy restaurant for 

dinner.  You are seated at a table 
with a white tablecloth.  You 
study the menu.  You tell the 
server you want prime rib, 
medium rare, a baked potato with 
sour cream, and a salad with blue 
cheese dressing.  You also order 
some red wine from the wine list.  
A few minutes later the server 
returns with your salad.  Later 
the rest of the meal arrives.  You 
enjoy it all, except the prime rib 
is a bit overdone.



Story Questions

• What kind of salad 
dressing did you 
order?

• Was the tablecloth 
red checkered?

• What did you order 
to drink?

• Did the server give 
you a menu?

• Was the server a man 
or a woman?



Repression
• Repression is a basic defense mechanism 

that banishes anxiety-arousing thoughts, 
feelings, and memories from consciousness

• Our mind is protecting itself!
– But is it real?

– Childhood sexual abuse hypnosis scandal of the 
80s

– Repressed memories “recovered” under 
hypnosis or the influence of drugs are 
especially unreliable



Misinformation Effect
• Incorporating misleading 

information into one’s 
memory of an event
– Traffic accident video 

experiment
– Cars “smashing” each other 

vs. cars “hitting” each 
other

• A week later, researchers 
asked viewers if they had 
seen broken glass, twice as 
likely to recall if asked 
“smashed”

– The longer it’s been since 
the event happened, the 
more likely it is to inject 
misinformation



Imagination Effect
• Repeatedly imagining nonexistent 

actions and events can create false 
memories
– Occurs partly because visualizing 

something and actually perceiving it 
activate similar brain areas

– Pathological liars can beat lie detectors



Emotion - Lie 
Detectors

• Polygraph
– machine commonly used in attempts 

to detect lies
– measures several of the 

physiological responses 
accompanying emotion
• perspiration
• heart rate
• blood pressure
• breathing changes



Emotion - A Polygraph 
Examination



Emotion - Lie Detectors

• Control Question
– Up to age 18, did you ever 

physically harm anyone?

• Relevant Question
– Did you threaten to harm the 

suspect in any way?

• Relevant > Control  -->  Lie



Emotion - Lie Detectors
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Emotion - Lie 
Detectors

• 50 Innocents

• 50 Thieves
– 1/3 of innocent 

declared guilty

– 1/4 of guilty 
declared innocent 
(from Kleinmuntz 
& Szucko, 1984)
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Source Amnesia
• Attributing to the wrong source an 

event we have experienced, heard 
about, read about, or imagined
– Examples:  may claim you scored a 31 on 

your ACT but it was actually your brother, 
recognize someone but have no idea where 
you’ve seen them

Did you know? Authors and songwriters 

sometimes suffer source amnesia.  They 

think an idea came from their own creative 

imagination, when in fact they are 

unintentionally plagiarizing something they 

earlier read or heard.



Memory Construction

• So what has research shown about 
memory?
– Eyewitness testimony 

is often very effective 
in court cases but 
also often WRONG

– Memories recovered 
through hypnosis no 
longer admissible 
in court



• So what has research 
shown about memory? 
(cont.)
– Dating partners who 

fall in love overestimate 
their first impressions 
of one another (“it was 
love at first sight”) 
while those who break 
up underestimate their 
earlier liking (“we never 
really clicked”)



Memory Construction 
(cont.)

• So what has research 
shown about memory? 
(cont.)
– Police are trained to ask 

less suggestive, more 
effective questions and 
not to lead witnesses

– Children’s recollection of 
sexual abuse can be prone 
to error due to leading 
questioning (kids are also 
more suggestible than 
adults)

Did you know? Like children (whose 

frontal lobes have not fully matured), 

older adults with deteriorating frontal 

lobes are more susceptible than 

young adults to false memories.


